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mNORTHERN IRELAND:

A 20 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE
In summary, this multi-By Sean M Maloney Bernadette Devlin, an Irish MP that settlement based upon the French efforts to deal with "The Troubles"

toured the US in the late 1960’s, Algerian solution and the Scuttle over the past 10 years have had as disciplinary conference expanded
Wilson traced the shift in Option. John McGarry from King's independence, Loyalist self- «hnost all participants knowledge

HfhtAtechniques used to obtain support College London Ontario suggests determination, unity by consent, of *c conflict in Northern Ireland,
ioj^al irom Afnericans of Irish descent. the consociaionalism alternative, a the Sinn Fein proposal, a particularly efforts being taken to

power sharing agreement between ... _hi„,iv_ ,he reeuiation of the reso've or regulate the situation andG,.„ Britain. L Repub.ic nf .ffSSSTS ~!J“ ""“T

an extremely Ireland and the Northern Provinces. .. that all sides have in the
treatment of Fina,,y* Paul Arthur from\he accomplisluncnt of this aim.

iganda and its University of Ulster, suggested that

Last week UN 
Conflict Studies hi 
provoking 
conference that eiB 
Troubles" in NortlB 
within political, mpB 
social perspectives. SpB 
years, the conflict's tatdB 
this one starting in Ahe^flH 
has presented 
political analysts ajfl 
problems.

The two-day stucB 
successfully by Dr. (B 
O'Brien, the Republic! 
eminent diplomat. f)B 
gave the conference sonref 
by briefly examining 
events in the conflict's last 
segment, im 
both the | 
government 
situation. 1
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Northern Ireland in the

and ti

24L
.Bi ^Kears. Stewart Donovan 

fill provided an interesting 
By of Irish writers and the , 
Bent of Irish literature. 
Bircd by James Crimmons 

Buron College, session 3 
Pred extensively the problems 

B security forces from both the 
Bi Republic and Great Britain 
Bt contend with. Paul Clare from 
BlY detailed the racketeering 
Kniques used by various Irish 

Bistance groups to acquire funds 
B operations and to gamer 
Bitical support; Eunan O'Halpin 
Km Dublin City University 
■scribed security liaison policy 
Between the Republic and Great 
Britain.

The final session involved much 
speculation on the feasibility of a 
resolution to "The Troubles". The

lei

An interesting
j conference- that the Centre f 

Conflict Studies is noted for is tl 
diversity of approaches and them 
that the selected conference papd 
use to educate participants, if 
first session, authored by H<j 
Patterson from the University 
Ulster, examined the evolutrâfl 
Republicanism as a polfl 
movement and its impact thrB 
the life of Gerry Adam** 
president and strategist oflB 
Fein, the Provisional iB 
political front. The second jB 
of the session, by Andrew 
from Queen's University in bB| 
was an interesting dissectiB 
American support for the vBI
elements of the Irish resistance available to the British 
groups. Focusing on the role of government, including negotiated
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X,most wide-ranging paper was 
Queens University Belfasls' Adrian 
Baclke and Frank Wright's 
flÇloration of all the options

NOTICE ATLANTIC LAW & HISTORY WORKSHOPi

presents
a free public lecture by

Gregory P. Marchildon
Johns Hopkins University

i %■*k;>

Students intending to apply for 
entrance to medical and dental 
schools are requested to make 

appointments for the purpose of 
having the personal interview 

which is required for admission.
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LLORD BEAVERBROOK AND HIS LAWYERS 
A PARABLE OF MARITIME ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMFNT ?

Friday, October 20,7 P.M.
Rm. 2 Ludlow Hall, UNB 

Reception to follow

Dr. Marchildon is the author 
of a forthcoming biography

of
. Lord Beaverbrook entitled
Max Aitken and the Gilded 

Aae of Canadian Capitalism.
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Interviews will begin as soon as
- possible.
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*Please apply at Rm. 109,1.U.C 

Office of the Dean of Science.
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*tDR. M.C. SEARS *
«
«
*Assistant Dean of Science *
*
«For information call the UNB Law School 453-4669
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